Step 1. Define the Problem
Problem(s)

What
When

Date
Time
Different, unusual, unique
State, city

Where

Unit, area, equipment

Residential Natural Gas Explosion
Allentown, Pennsylvania
February 9, 2011

Explosion
February 9, 2011
10:45 p.m.
Crack in main; main lacked shut-off valves
Allentown, Pennsylvania
12" gas main

Impact to the Goals
Safety

5 people killed
Gas leak

Environmental
Cust. Service
Production-Schedule
Property, Equip, Mtls
Labor, Time

Delay in putting out fire
8 homes destroyed
Response to fire (53 firefighters)
This incident

Frequency

?
$26,000
?

Annualized Cost

?

Property
Goal
Impacted

8 homes
destroyed

Delay in
putting out
fire

Response to
fire ($26,000)

Evidence: Likely
cause according
to the power

Fuel

Explosion

Fire continued
to burn

Heat source

Heat

AND

AND

Oxygen
(environment)

Constant supply
of fuel

Delay in
shutting off gas

No shut-off
valves

Overtime, 53
responders

Houston, Texas
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Evidence: Most
installed in the
1950s, some as
AND

Prior damage ?

Timeline
Date

Time
1994

Because implementation of potential solutions to improve the
state of the utility lines in the area may be limited by available
funding, it's unclear what will be done to attempt to reduce the
risk of a similar incident in the future. However, the
unacceptability of resident casualties should stir some action so
that this doesn't happen again.

Inspection of area by power company; no problems or gas
leaks found
10:45 p.m.

February 10, 2011 3:45 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
February 14, 2011

Description
Prior gas pipeline blast in same neighborhood

February 8, 2011
February 9, 2011

Investigate Problems. Prevent Problems.

Budgetary
limitations

The fuel for the explosion and the fire is believed (according to the utility
company) to have come from a break discovered in the 12" gas main. A 4'
section of pipe, removed on February 14th, is being sent for a forensic analysis
to aid in determining what may have contributed to the crack. It's possible there
was prior damage - such as that from weather or prior excavations. Most of the
pipe in the area was installed in the 1950s, although some is believed to be from
the 1920s. Budget shortfalls have delayed replacing, or even inspecting the
lines in the area, and officials have warned that continuing financial issues may
continue to delay inspections and improvements, causing concern with many
residents, who suffered a similar natural gas pipeline explosion in 1994.

AND

Oxygen
(environment)
Labor
Goal
Impacted

Crack in gas
main

5 people killed

Detail Level
Production
Goal
Impacted

Aging pipes

AND

Customer
Service Goal
Impacted

Step 2. Cause Map

Cause

NOTE: Read the Cause Map from left to right
with the phrase "Was Caused By" in place of
each arrow.

Environmental
Goal
Impacted
Gas leak

Safety Goal
Impacted

Effect

Pipe section sent to lab for forensic analysis

Similar explosion in area in 1994

We can analyze the causes of these impacts to the goals with a visual
root cause analysis. Beginning with the impacts to the goals, we ask
why questions to determine the causes that contributed to the incidents.
In this case, there was a delay in putting out the fire because the fire
had a heat source from the explosion, a constant oxygen source (the
environment) and a steady supply of fuel, as the natural gas continued
to leak. There was no shut-off valve to quickly stop the flow of gas. It
took the utility company 5 hours to finally turn off the gas. It took 12

Why?
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Explosion
Crews able to turn off gas to the site
Fire put out
Crews unearthed 4' section of pipe

